
 

 

 

NEW APPOINTMENT AND COFFEE SPECIALIST AWARDED PRESTIGIOUS Q GRADE 

AWARD AT UCC COFFEE UK & IRELAND 

2 March 2020  

 

Katherine McCarthy, Coffee Specialist at UCC Coffee UK & Ireland has been re-

awarded one of the coffee industry’s highest accolades, Q Grader status following a 

two-year break from the coffee industry.  

Previously achieving Q-Grader status in 2014, Katherine passed the challenging 

Coffee Quality Institute (CQI) course for the second time positioning her among the 

leading coffee specialists in the world, with less than 100 making the grade in the UK.  

To qualify as a Q Grader, means completing an intense six-day course, including three 

days of exams, sensory triangulation (selecting the odd one out based on coffee 

origin), coffee cupping (to grade the coffees) and green grading (ascertaining defects 

in green beans).  

The news follows further expansion to UCC Coffee’s quality team, with the 

appointment of Peter Wolthuizen as senior product developer and blender. Peter, who 

has been part of the coffee team at UCC Coffee BENELUX for over 30 years, has 

been appointed to take on responsibility for coffee quality and blending across UCC 

Coffee’s Northern Region including roasteries in Dartford and Bolsward, The 

Netherlands.   

Elaine Swift, regional director (North), UCC Coffee comments: “Our team is the best 

in the industry, and they are at the very heart of our success. Katherine’s achievement 

not only reflects her passion for coffee but further cements her coffee credentials. 

She’s a real asset to the UCC team and her Q Grader status demonstrates our 

dedication to recognising quality coffee and delivering an exceptional customer 

experience.  

“We’re also delighted to announce an expansion of our coffee quality team. Peter, 

comes with a wealth of unrivalled experience and expertise and we’re delighted to 

have him on board as we continuously work to develop our total coffee solution.” 
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About UCC Coffee UK & Ireland 

UCC Coffee UK & Ireland creates and manages coffee experiences for the most dynamic businesses 

in foodservice, hospitality and retail. 

With market-leading insight and a global network its total coffee solution is tailored around the 

customers’ needs and goals, working in partnership to ensure their coffee offer outperforms the market.   

Its Total Coffee Solution includes leading coffee brands, private label roasting, world-class equipment, 

COFFEEWORKS training, and the UK’s largest coffee equipment service and maintenance support 

structure.  

Its coffee brands include Lyons, Three Sixty°, Grand Crü, Grand Café and Orang Utan Coffee. It holds 

exclusive partnerships with the world’s most innovative espresso equipment brands including Nuova 

Simonelli, Thermoplan, and BUNN. 

UCC Coffee UK & Ireland is part of UCC Coffee. Following a restructure of UCC Europe in 2019, UK 

& Ireland sits within its Northern region. Led by Elaine Swift, the Northern region also includes its 

operations and roasteries in Benelux, Nordics and Eastern Europe. 

UCC Europe was formed following the 2012 acquisition of United Coffee by UCC Holdings Ltd. The 

Japanese, independent coffee company is the seventh largest coffee roaster, responsible for over 

£2bn annual sales.  

www.ucc-coffee.co.uk @UCCCoffeeUK 
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